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1. introduction

1.1 any physical objects are characterized by time constant."

differing from each other by orders of Magnitude. This r,oy be

accounted i'or by introducing into the corresponding systems

of evolution equations small parameters multiplying soue of

time derivatives. By analogy with the case of ordinary

differential equations such systems of evolution equations

are called stiff.

Litandard numerical procedures when applied to stiff systc

of evolution equations usually lead to tine-consuming

calculations so that developing special techniques bocorae3

necessary. One of such techniques is the asymptotic expansion

method which will be the subject of our considerations. V/e

shall confine ourselves only to systems of linear equations

in Banach spaces.

First, vie give without proofs sotae basic the ore inn concer-i

with solving systems of 'linear evolution equations in r.anach

spaces. Subsequently we develop an algorithm of expanding the

solution of a system of singularly perturbed evolution

equations into an asymptotic series with respect to the small

positive parameter and indicate the asymptotic convergence o,

the approximate solution to the exact one. Then we analyze

singularly perturbed evolution equations of the resonance typ<..

I/'inally we consider a special problem of the asymptotic equiva-

lence between the P1 and diffusion' equations encountered in

the linear transport theory. ;
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2. Gyotems of evolution equations in Banafch spaces

Let X. be a complex Banach space with the norm l| • II .

Definition 2.1, A family G ( 0 of bounded operators in

defined for 0̂ -t is called a strongly continuous semigroup

if

= "I (identity operator) ;

for each x €Z X the function i.—•Gfrjx is strongly

continuous on [G,00) .

Definition 2.2. The operator-defined by the relation

with the doraain°0(p consisting of all x c X such that the

limit exinto in the norm of X , i3 called a generator of

the strongly continuous semigroup G ft) •

Lcnna 2.3» The operator T from Definition 2.2. has the

following properties:

(i\ T1 i3 a closed linear operator and its domain 56^,

is dense in "X. ;

(iî i for each x d ob^, and *t ̂ [ 0 , ^ the element 6t^)y

is contained in W ^ ;

Ciii") for each x C: <x)^ the function "t—*Gft^)^ia strongly

differentiable on Ô,00') and

em ?./.. A neceosary and sufficient condition that

a closed linear operator T with a domain cO^ dense in X.

be a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup G (4J of

bounded operators such that
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for soi.ic real y , is that the resolvent of

satisfies the inequality

4 fX-xV1 •, v < X
J.eni.ia 2.5. If T satisfies the requirenents of Theorem

2.4 and the function \, ~* ̂ «; with values from "X is

strongly diff erentiable on L^Aol where 0 ̂ o^
eo then the

evolution equation

with the initial condition

hac on [0^*^ a unique, strongly continuously differentiable

solution y[^ given by the formula

o

where the integral is understood as a strong limit of Rieraann

suras. (The sane meaning will be attached to other integrals

of abstract functions considered here .)

Definition 2.6. A family \J (t(V) of bounded operators in X

defined on the triangle

0 ±*4l

will be called a strongly continuous quasi-semigroup if

(iii) for each xc)C the function "t,*—•\J[̂ |s)x i3 strongly

continuous onlL..

Theovcr.i 2.7» Let a family T {\\ of closed operatoro in X

is such that
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[i) for each "b C L0(to \ the domain o5^ of T(O ia

dense in X and independent of "L ;

(ii'i for each fixed t <C [0(*o] the operator T (r) is

the generator of a strongly continuous semigroup G ~ (4) such

that for each "L €Z [o,*^

and

^ for each x c S l i f the function X—»T(*)x is

strongly continuously d i f f e ren t i a t e on \_0t-t̂ , \»

Then there exists a uniquely defined strongly continuouB

quaai-Gcraigroup \J ("t,sV such that for each XCol T and

t(c> €1 S.L the elements X) (-t,̂ ) X are contained in oO^ a;-.u

the function tJt>—*\3(̂ ls")x is strongly continuously ciferejn,. i

•on it with par t ia l acrivatives scuicfying the . er .^^^cr

Lcir.ma 2,3. The quaGi~Ge;..igroup XJ [^^ ffener. -co by •. :~

operator function T [£) satisfying the requirrnents Theore .

can be expressed UG the multiplicative i

where X <C 3C ;

and the liuit is ta!..en.. . ;iie strong sense for

li,

Ticr-nr'. 2.0* I« i s seen from Ler,;r.,a 2.C tha t tne qua

ceijigroup \3 ("t,^ scit iafiea the inequal i ty



with Y^ defined in Theorem 2.7.

lemma 2.10. If the operator function T ^ satisfies the

requirements of Theoren 2.7 and the function X —-* ̂ \k) with

values from 1C ia strongly continuously differentiable on

Vi then the evolution equation

with the initial condition '•

has on ^0,^^ a unique, strongly differentiable solution

given by the formula ,

o

Remark 2.11. The requirement that ̂ _<0 can by relaxed

in Lemraa 2.10. If "Jf »^O then it is sufficient to introduce

into the evolution equation the new function

•x
with a"> Y<n • Ttie resulting evolution equation for

contains the new operator function T (V̂  defined for each

X d o&r as

and such that

Len:;n 2.12. Let" T(Vj be an operator function defined

on L O ^ O I and generating a strongly continuous quasi

\) l^,^ given in Definition 2.6. Let the function ll̂ j whose

values are bounded operators in X. , be strongly continuously

difforontiable on [O^il in the operator norm in "X •

X
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Then the operator function TtO+lCO with the dorjain

identical with that of T (+} generates a strongly continuouo

quasi-aerni^roup \J (jc^ • ̂ he sar.ie follows if T is tiue-

independent and generates a somigroup*

Kei:i-:)'k 2,13'. An operator function T [•{) whose values, are

l.K)u:uled n*.rv—-;,ora in X , continuously differentiable on LO^o"]

in the operator norm satisfies the requirements of Theorem 2.7.

LcMir.n 2.14. Let the operator functions A(V^ and

with doc-aina c^^ and oO^ be defined on £ 0 'tol an(^ satisfy

the requirements of Theorera 2.7» Let the functions ¥.{jc} and

Qt\{) vjhoae values are bounded operators in ̂ C » be continuousij'

differentiable on LO^ol iK the operator norm in ̂ C . Let

finally Q i\") and f (V) be functions with values from 3C

strongly continuously differentiable on [,0^1 . Then the

system of evolution equations

with the initial conditions

hr.sj o unique .solution \ .xW H-^M strongly differentiable

on [O^ol .
!••'-'i;.-;•: 2,15* The systeni of evolution equations from

Lemma 2.14 ic equivalent to the Volterra equation

o

Here vJ \iki
e}) in the function with values as bounded operator:

in 9C > defined and continuous on ii. in the oporator norm.

I'1 or any 7. €Z 3̂ . it 1:2 ciVCil ŷ the formula
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The 1'unction W\ (-̂  , defined and 3trongly continuously

differentiate on [0 ,^1 , is-given as

o

The eolution to the Volterra equation may be obtained

by the method of successive approximations

22
{*) = mM • * Oc) = \d̂ » "^ U i ^ 0 Cs) x. f^ -, V > 1 -

o

The function ^ ^ is expressed with x(-t̂  a3
6

Lemma 2.16. If the operator function *T C^ generates

a strongly continuous quasi-semigroup \J fat**) obeying on AL

the inequality

4
then the function -g- ̂T (-t̂  for €"> 0 generates the semigroup

\7 (4,s) satisfying on -Q, the inequality

If T i3 timc-indopendent and generatea a semigroup Q ("t'i '

then -T~T generates the semigroup o [̂-J •

The results given in. this section can be found in the

literature. For the details the monographs of Hille and

Phillips [i], Dunford and Schwartz [2] , Kato [3], and Krein

can be recommended. The term "quasi-semigroup" is not generally

used but it seems to describe the properties of the family

of operators \J \^S) quite adequately.
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3. Systems of singularly perturbed evolution equations

In thio section we shall consider systems of evolution

equations in a Banach space X. containing a small positive

parameter & multiplying some of t-he tine derivatives. For

simplicity we take a system of two equations

The properties of the abstract functions appearing in the

above equations are combined into the following

Assumption 3«1. The operator function Aft) is such that

for each X C ohft C X and all "t €L [0^^

where the operator A o with the domain oÔ  dense in 3C

cati3fies the requirements of Theorem 2.4. The functions r\AH> ,

c(t) , 0.(̂ 1 , and k(x) , whose values are bounded operators

in "X. , are 0*v+4-) tines continuously differentiate in

the operator norm. The functions Q ( ^ and -f[k) with valuer.

from JC are (w-vî  tiues strongly continuously differentiablc.

The quaoisemigroup \Ĵ  {^^ generated by fi\ (4̂  satisfies

on St. the inequality

With Jf,<0 ' .

Rciriark 3»2. The existance of the quasisemigroup \J. {.k *»)

follows from the properties of t\uj and Theorem 2.7.

Gorrclary 3.3. It follows from Lemna 2.14 that if we take

the initial condition
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then the initial value problem (3.1) has on t,0̂ o~| a unique,

strongly differentiable solution \_*C'tJ ,M, (tj | •

V/e shall now try to find an asymptotic solution to (3.1^

of a given order A, . First we use the standard perturbation

approach expanding the functions x(t) and H^") into power

series in £ . The corresponding expansions

w.

will form the outer asymptotic solution.

Introducing (3.2^ into (3'ia^ and comparing terms of

sar.ie order in e, we get the system of equations

©VA.

V= 0,1,...
where

-t
fiince for each *t C L^i^l there exists the inverse ft (+',

as a bounded operator defined on X we can always solve

the first equation in (3.3^ with respect to Xw(t^ for each k

to get

and eliminate y (̂  fro« the second equation. The resulting

evolution aquations for H^G^ a r e

where feC^j--'-0 n n operator function whose values are bounded

operators in "X defined on L^i^ol a s
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r.nd

Pro in the properties of the functions appearing in (3.5)

and from Lomtna 2.10 we get

Lernmr. 3«4» For any set of intial values

each of the equations in (3.5) has a unique solution XT. [t)

sufficiently smooth so that the functions 1 W and r{ (^\ c;'=?

well defined for all V. •

It is seen from (3.3) that x " (V) defined by (3.2) may

not be uniformly convergent to the exact solution n(4r) since,

in genoral,

Therefore \ X ^ (+ J (M, "* Ct) J has to be treated as the

outer asymptotic solution valid outside the initial layer

located near "t=0 •

Inside the intial layer vje shall look for the inner

asymptotic solution which should decay rapidly with "fc hoping

that the sum of inner and outer asymptotic aolutions will

converge uniformly to the exact one.

To get the inner asymptotic solution we first make in

(3.1^ the substitutions

*{\) * X (IX) ~ x (̂  •, ̂ W * ' J ^ s ^ {x) - r =
which yield after neglecting nonhomogeneous terras

To the above syuten of equations we shall again apply

the standard perturbation approach. Defining
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substituting V\x) and V™ [x) for x(t) and ^

respectively, in (3»6Nj , and comparing terms of 3arne order

in G. , we get the system or equations

Here we uaed the notation

9n
where V(t) stands for any of the functions V(t) ,

• In cose of M+^j v;e have

The structure of (3.7b^ is particulaaly sitaple since for

a given V. the right hand side is knowm from previous steps

and the functions H iX) can be obtaine.d by inte0ration.

The equations in (3»7a^ have the form

where ^^Ct) are known functions strongly continuously

differentiable on [.0,̂ ^ . Thus vie have

Lemrcn 3»5« Por r.ny net of initial values

the aysteia of equatior-c C3«7) hag c unique, strc.r.£ly

diffcrentiable solution \ )/L^(x) , ^ CtrV,̂ -11 0, i.(... XA.-\

It rerriains to define the initial values <N v. M ,

ft Tor k = 0, 1, ... n to be used in (3.5)and [3.7) • Po.v

generality, we aasuiae that the initial values u rnd ft

adiuit power cxpnncionc
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As an aoyuptotic solution of the w-th order vie 3hall

take

(3.31

so it is natural to require that

V V V-
These relations do not suffice to completely define all

the initial values which have to supplement the evolution

equations {.3*5) and (3.7^ and we have to look for some

additional requirement3. The most convenient choice is to

demand that

(3.1c* £rc
in accordance with the fact that vi ^ are meant to play

the role of the inner solutions.

From (.3.10) vie can easily calculate i\ . Integrating

(3.7b) we get

V o V
where ftv(s^ is the right hand side of (3.7bV. The

(3.10^will be fulfilled, if we take

provided the integrals ercist. Finally, the functions v*

are ^iver. by the formulas
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The full algorithm of the asymptotic expansion will
n

of the following steps repeated for k = 0, 1 ... n.
(i) V l T ^ and \(r:) are calculated from (3.12) and (3.11}

respectively; for k = 0 we get

(±x\ vj.v(,t) is calculated from (3.5\ with the initial

condition _

for k = 0 we have "jju - ̂  .

% w ^ ia calculated from (3.4^ and jlv taken as

(iv} Vtjt) ia calculated from (3.7a} with the initial

condition

It is interesting to observe that in the zeroth order

approximation the outer solution u (t]su, (-t) satisfies up \

to terms of order higher than zero the exact initial condition

and, in fact, is uniformly convergent to the exact solution

o

It can be shown that the integrals in (3.11) exists and

both ^ iv) and ĵv(t) decay exponentially. This gives

Lemma 3.6. The inner asymptotic solution u W ( 0 ^ ( w ( t )

defined by the algorithm of the asymptotic expansion exists

and the functions £ (0 and V ( c ^ satis;fy on L"î »"\ tlie.
inequalities at ( \

(?Ar)

where »\ and N w are constants independent of "t .

Por the difference between the exact solution and the

asymptotic one given by 13.8V
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wo get the ay ate. of evolution equations analogous- to (3

with <xi^) and f (^ replaced by terms proportional to €

or to £ multiplied by an exponential terra of the order o.:.'

( ̂  ^/*;) • T h e initial condition is

The application of Lemma 2.15 allows to prove

Theorem 3»,7« If all the functions appearing in the systo

of evolution equations (3»1a^ aatisfy the requirements of

Assumption 3» 1 then the initial value problem {3.1} has

a unique, strongly differentiable solution W ( ^ , ̂^\ wh:.

haa an asymptotic expansion \ X * (̂ ), ̂  ^\ defined by

1,3*8") and such that for each 6 > O there exists € > 0 suci.i

that for all "t 0 ^ 0 ^ ! and all G <Z (0, €>ol

The syatemo of singularly perturbed evolution equation?

were analyzed by the author. The proof of the results given

in this section can be found in Ref. [5^ /see also [6-3*]/.
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4. Singularly perturbed evolution equations of the

resonance type

The asymptotic expansion algorithm developed in the

previous section is much simpler if the system of equation

is replaced by a single evolution equation. The details can

be found in Ref. [7].

Let us consider in a Banach space X a singularly pertur-

bed evolution equation of the following form

where fe is a bounded operator and ft may be unbounded with

the domain ob contained in a Banach space 1C .

Applying the standard perturbation approach to get the

outer asymptotic solution of order v\

(4.2̂1 x wto = f ek X
we get the system of equations

Normally, we would assume that (\ ia a generator of

a strongly continuous semigroup G A (*L) satisfying the

inequality

This implies that the inverse n exists as a bounded operator

defined on X , so that (4*3^ has the unique solution

Xj-^s 0 ', V » O,i,...\A.. •

due to the fact that (4."0 does-not contain the source term.

Thus the outer solution (4*2) vanishes and only the inner

asymptotic solution remains.
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The situations chances completely if A has an eigenvalue

at the origin. Then the equations in (4.3) do not have unique

solutions and the asymptotic expansion algorithm becomes much

Kore complicated. In such a case we speak about a singularly

perturbed evolution equation of the resonance /or critical/

type.

To develop the asymptotic expansion algorithm for (4.1)

we shall t.;ake

/resumption 4*1» Let ^ be a bounded and P\ a closed linear

operator with the domain <x) dense in X . Let zero be

a aeiiiisiuple isolated eigenvalue of f\ with the eigenspace

(A C oO consisting of such elements \\C<\) that Ptu=.O • The
0 <*

regaining part of the spectrum of r\ is restricted to the

open left half-plane

t\ C O

Prom the above assumption it follows [9, Ch III,

Lorn inn 4.2. The Banach space X. can be represented as

a direct sum

where both s/l and tU- are invariant subspaced of r\ • and A

is one-to-one if considered as an operator from CAL intocM...

The projector Y from DC onto tA is given by the formula

where rv(X,A) is the resolvent of A and the contour of

integration contains no points of the spectrum other- than the

origin.

Remark 4.3. If we define Q*I-V! then

\ .
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Aormrcption 4«4» The operator Q n Q considered as an

operator in cM- is a generator of a strongly continuous

semigroup G W satisfying the inequality

WGWH < ̂  (<*V) ; * <O ; ̂ > O .
ITOVJ if v;e operate on (4»'O with the projectors Y and

we get the system of equations

V/e see that (4.4^ is very much the saue as [3*1) so tha

essentially the sarae reasoning as that of the previous

section way be used Tor obtaining the aoyrnptoticxiolution

to (4.4^. '

let the outer acyrriptotic expansion be

Ileplacins \J W and v̂  {^) in (4.4) by the above expansions

and comparing terus or oatiie order in G we get

To Ge^ the inner asymptotic solution we ir.ake the

substitutions

define the inner aayuptotic expansion

V.-O
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to replace vft) and U5(T) and compare terns of 3ar;ie order

in 6. . As the result yje get the system of equations

(4.7b} ^ a

= 0,1

Tho algorithm of solving [4»S\ and (.4»7") with properly

dei"ined initial conditions vjill be practicably the same as

that introduced in the previous section. Similarly, we con

prove the validity of the statements corresponding to those

included into Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 3«7« This shows that the

singularly perturbed "evolution equation of the resonance t;^

way ]JQ completely reduced to the systen of singularly

perturbed equations treated in the previous section.

"ho singularly perturbed evolution cqur.tiona of the

resonance type have a long history in ;;,athe:.:aticnl physlcr. '

The aoyr.sptotic expansion nethod was first applied to such

equations by Kilbert /see, e<> [10]/ in 1912 v/ho studied the

nonlinear Boltzruann equation in kinetic theory. The results

of Hilbert turned out to be extreiaaly iuportant from the

physical point of view since he has 'shown that the

hydrodynauics equations can be derived from the kinetic

theory thus supplying the link between these two up to ther

distinct approaches.

The Hilbert expansion raethod wns extensively studied

but, due to the complexity of the Boltztnann equation, the

full proof of the asymptotic convergence is still lacking.

The results presented here and obtained by the author [11-1^

nro concerned with a i.iuch simpler linoor evolution equntiw .
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I."cverthcless, they can be directly applied to many importer,-1

physical situations like, for instance, the linear Boltzman;.

equation and the Fokker~?lanck equation, and also they may

throw aoiiie lic'nt onto the much more difficult problem of

nonlinear equation such as the Boltamann equation in the

kinetic theory.
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5. Asymptotic equivalence of P1 and diffusion equate

In Section 3 we analysed systems of evolution equatio.

under quite restrictive assumptions concerning the relevc.

operator functions in order to develop a general formal:.;

of the asymptotic expansion. However, if a particular S;T-.

is considered then some of the restrictions might be rel

In this section we jhall develop the asymptotic expansi"> .

for the system known in linear transport theory as P1

equations which are obtained as the first order approxi -

if t!.e spherical harmonics '.etLoc is — -plied to the li.

Boltsaann equation.

The P1 equations contain 3 s:.:all positive parameter,

that parameter ia put equal to zero then they reduce to ..

diffusion equation. In this section we shall sketch the t .

of the asymptotic equivalence of P1 and diffusion oquat.

when the small parameter tends to 2ero.

Por simplicity we shall consider the particle transp>.

problem in an infinite slab of thickness a filled with

a material whose properties do not depend on particle eni.

so that all particles raay be assumed to have the same i.L -

taken as equal to unity. In that case the P1 equations

the particle density ^0}^) and the particle current ^

will have the form
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In these .equations ft("<^ is the absorption rate depending o;

the spatial variable 0 »^(^) is "the diffusion coefficient,

and (Af̂ V) is the external source assumed to be isotropic.

The small parameter £. is of the order of 3 *.(<£) ̂ (9^ •

In systems for which P1 equations are reasonably accurate,

the absorption rate P>(<f) and the diffusion coefficient "

are small so that £ <^, 1»

We shall assume the following boundary condition

0£ Woo

The coefficients oL^ satisfy the inequalities

^ ^ > O ; i« 0,4. .

For the vacuum boundary condition

and for the reflexive boundary condition

The initial condition will be taken in the form

If vie put fe = 0 in (5.1a^ we get from the second equat

the Piclc lav;

5.21

and fro;;i the first the diffusion equation
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She boundary condition for (5»3a), on account of

(5.2), is

and the initial condition is simply

Physically the initial value problens (5.1) and (5.3)

differ froin each other considerably.-For the diffusion

equation the initial disturbance at any given point insti..:

ounly produces disturbance at'all other points or, in oti;

vjordn, a signal- travels v/ith an infinite speed. On the o-i'.

hand, the telegrapher's equation and hence the ?1 equation

produce a sharp wave front at a finite speed. In the pres-

case this speed is equal to i/jTi i^s^esd of the correct;

value 1.

Despite the above described differences the problems {•

and (5.3) coincide asymptotically when £—» 0 . Rigorout;!,

it uaa shown in lief. [14^ and here we shall indicate the K,

features of the analysis.

Let X be a Ililocrt space of functions square integrc.

on [_̂( °-j with the scalar product

and the corresponding norm | • \\ .

Asnu:.:ption 5.1. The functions ¥-{<() and fr(Q^) have th.

following properties: ,

0 < £>0 4 ̂  (%) ^ $± too ; 0 ̂  ̂  a \
and ?>(o\ a w continuous on each of the-7—
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intervals [Av , OLt-»il where 0 ~ & 0 ^
a i ^ £*<*•*-<>• ,^'

Definition 5.2. The operator W given formally by the

relation . • ,

with the coefficients satisfying Assumption 5.1 can be defir.

aa a self adjoint operator i n X over the dense domain OOw

whose definition includes the boundary condition (5»3b\«

Lemma 5.3« The operator ~H with the domain $ ) w is a

generator of a strongly continuous semigroup Gul^| satisfying

the inequality

and the diffusion equation

with the initial condition

has a unique generalized solution defined and strongly

differentiable on (0,*0 , and given by the formula

provided that the function <v,L+>) defined on ĵ Oi00') with

values frora X is strongly continuously differentiable on

To analyze the P1 equations vie shall consider the Hir

space
X, » X eg) X

with the scalar product

and the corresponding norm \\-\\ •
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Definition ^.4. A linear operator K given by the fo:

{ ±_ All . A_ du \

Qis defined in "X over the domain oQ^ consisting of u.

such that: (1) vx(<A are absolutely continuous on [̂ O-l ;

^ ^ () Ĉ  satisfy the boundary condition

Lemma ^.5* The operator Y\ is closed and its dowain cv

is dense in^£ . K is a generator of a strongly continuou-

seuigroup Q [^ satisfying the inequality

Definition 5.6, Por any VA.dX, a bounded operator V-"

defined by the foriuula

I-enun [5»7» The operator S defined for

is a generator of a strongly continuous semigroup

satisfying the inequality

where

She evolution equation

with the intial condition

has in X ^ a unique generalized solution
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provided p("b) is strongly continuously differentiable on[0,

Iier.ir-rk 5.8. The initial value problem for the P1 eqooi

(5.1^ ia equivalent to the initial value problem (5*4) if

the following identifications are wade

(ô  (o\ (<rt

i to * ( o , to

Prom Remark 5.8 and Lemma 5.7 we see that the P1

have i n X x a unique generalized solution.

Let ^ , * \ be the solution of (b'.'O and \ ̂  ,3C \ •-

solution of (5.3\ with % expressed with <J| by the Pic.

law 15.2}, Define the function •z.[<{(t) such that

We can easily soe that z. satisfies the evolution equa\,

with

so that it r.ay he written in the form 15.5V This allov/rj J-.i

Get the estimates of ~L and z in the norm of Jt. and to

prove

Theorem 5.9. ?or sufficiently smooth initinl vclue u(•

and the source a [\^\ , £OT -any V > 0 and *t0^ 0 there e:-. -

6O> 0 cuch that for all £ C(O(fe^ arid t C

where ^ (Q ̂  is the solution of the initial proVO.cn ,15

and ^ [9.^ the solution of the initial problem t5.3

The exact juoothnecs requirements for JW.M and 0

and the uetailo of the; proof arc given in Rof. ̂ 14].

It ia to bo noted that tho rooult obtained in Thoorc.
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is relatively weak in comparison with the results of Z&cz

•since the'rate or convergence of the asymptotic solution

to the exact or_e ^ is only >[£? . Besides, there, is no

indication if ]C converges to % and how to extend the

analysis to higher order approximations.
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